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Abstract
In this project we demonstrate an exciting new technique in signal
processing on a mobile device, the Apple iPhone. We demonstrate the
power of the emerging theory of compressed sensing in an imaging
application, by showing that many images can be accurately recovered
from just a subset of their pixel samples.

Wavelet Sparsity for Images
The notion of sparsity can be extended directly to images (and even
beyond, to three- and higher-dimensional data). The figure below
shows an example of a 2D Haar Wavelet representation of the
well-known Lena image from the image processing literature. Again,
while the original image is mostly nonzero, its wavelet representation
contains mostly zeros.

Background
It seems wasteful to sample images at a high rate, gathering hundreds
of thousands or even millions of pixel samples, given that many images
are compressible and their essential information can be stored much
more efficiently (JPEG!). A more efficient acquisition approach would
be to gather samples of the image at a rate proportional to the amount
of “information” in its compressed representation. An emerging
method called compressed sensing effectively does just this.
Compressed sensing (CS) describes a technique for reconstructing
signals (high-dimensional vectors x) from a small number of their linear
measurements of the form y = Ax. In general such problems amount
to “solving” underdetermined systems of linear equations, and it is well
known that such systems have infinitely many solutions. But, when the
signal is “sparse” in some representation, meaning that most of its
entries are zero or nearly zero, CS describes a host of techniques that
can be used to reliably and accurately estimate the signal from what
appears, at first, to be an insufficient amount of information. The key
to compressive sensing is in finding a representation where the signals
being acquired are assumed or known to be sparse.
The figure below gives an example of sparsity. The image on the
left is a somewhat arbitrary waveform that is clearly not sparse,
meaning that most, if not all, of its entries are nonzero. The image on
the right shows the Haar Wavelet representation of the same waveform.
Most of the signal energy is “concentrated” in only a few coefficients in
the wavelet representation, and many of the wavelet coefficients are
zero. We say that this signal is sparse in the (Haar) wavelet
representation.

Figure: A sample of an arbitrary signal, both in the time domain and the
wavelet domain. The wavelet domain is largely zeros.

The App and Our Results
The application allows one to select an image from the camera roll,
and provides a slider bar where the user can select the fraction of pixel
samples used in the reconstruction. The app displays the subsampled
image, and when the user touches the ÓReconstructÓ button, the app
reconstructs the image from its samples using the procedure described
above. Demonstrations of three different runs of the app are shown
below. The top row depicts the subsampled images, at sampling rates
specified by the corresponding slider value. The bottom row shows the
reconstructions at each of the three sampling rates.

Figure: An example of a regular image and its 2D Haar Wavelet
representation. The wavelet domain emphasizes the edges and ignores the
areas that are smooth.

Recovering Images from a Few Pixels
In this project we aim to reconstruct images from a small number of
their pixel samples, assuming the images are sparse in the Haar
Wavelet representation. We implemented a particular reconstruction
procedure called Iterative Hard Thresholding from the CS literature.
Algorithm Pseudocode of Our Version of Iterative Hard Thresholding
Input parameters:
Number of algorithm iterations: nfinal
Vector of threshold values for each iteration: τ = [τ1 τ2 . . . τnstop ]
Haar Wavelet Transform operator: T (such that θ = T(x) is sparse, or approximately so, for images x)
Input data:
Subsampling operator: S (a linear operator that returns elements from a specified set of locations)
Upsampling operator: S∗ (a linear operator that maps samples to their sample
locations and imputes zeros otherwise.
Collection of samples: y (for an image x, y = S(x) is a vector of samples at locations specified by S)

Initialize:
Initial all-zeros estimate of transformed image: θ0
for n = 1 → nstop do

n
Compute residual: ytemp
= y − S T−1 (θn)

∗
n
“Upsample” by zero-padding: xntemp
=
S
y
temp

n
Compute: θtemp
= θn + T xntemp
n
Threshold: θn = h(θtemp
, τn)
. (here, h(·, τn) is element-wise amplitude thresholding at level τn)
Output:
−1 nstop
Estimate: x
b = T (θ )

Figure: Sampling and reconstructing an image at a 30, 50 and 70
percent sampling rate.

Our plan is to make this app available on Apple’s App Store in the near
future. We hope to inform the public about what is possible with signal
processing as well as possibly inspire them.
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